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 Skip to main content. The ATR-42 was specifically developed by ATR to fill an aircraft market need for a short-haul, low-cost,
twin-engined turboprop aircraft.For more information, see CAA Diversion Rule . The Bombardier Global Express , with a

similar design, was built and licensed for use outside Canada. For more information, see Bombardier Global Express . The cabin
was replaced with a larger and better-designed cabin. The third ATR 42 that was manufactured was a prototype and did not
enter service. The prototype was retained by ATR in Italy. The ATR 42-600 is powered by four Fiat turboprop engines. It is

now being built as the ATR 42-500. At the time the type was introduced in, the ATR 42-500 was built as the ATR 42-600, and
also as the ATR 42-300, which had a shorter wingspan, a smaller cargo hold, a smaller, more powerful Pratt & Whitney Canada

PT6A-67 engines, and a higher speed. After approximately hours of flight testing with ATR 42-600, it was delivered to a
commercial operator in. Flight tests were performed in by operators in Europe, the Americas, Africa and Asia, and after a

certification acceptance deadline of the start of 2011, the type was certified by authorities from several countries, including the
European Aviation Safety Agency, the Canadian Transportation Agency and the Federal Aviation Administration. There are
now two ATR 42-600s in service. For more information, see ATR 42-600 on Wikipedia . A mixed fleet of ATR 42-600s and
ATR 42-500s, produced by ATR in Turin, are operated by Atlas Air in the United States. Their first flight was on, with a test

flight on. Further ATR 42s are on order by Atlas Air. For more information, see ATR 42 on Wikipedia . For more information,
see Aircraft on Wikipedia . CCA, under its Canadian International Air Transport Group (CIATG) division, is the largest

operator of ATR 42-600s in the world. The type is now built in Italy as the ATR 42-500. For more information, see ATR 42 on
Wikipedia . A possible variant of the type was the ATR 42-670, also developed by AT 82157476af
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